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ABSTRACT
Genetic programming is combined with program analysis methods to repair bugs in off-the-shelf legacy C programs. Fitness is defined using negative test cases that exercise the bug to be repaired and positive test cases that encode program requirements. Once a successful repair is discovered, structural differencing algorithms and delta debugging methods are used to minimize its size. Several modifications to the GP technique contribute to its success: (1) genetic operations are localized to the nodes along the execution path of the negative test case; (2) high-level statements are represented as single nodes in the program tree; (3) genetic operators use existing code in other parts of the program, so new code does not need to be invented. The paper describes the method, reviews earlier experiments that repaired 11 bugs in over 60,000 lines of code, reports results on new bug repairs, and describes experiments that analyze the performance and efficacy of the evolutionary components of the algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION
Despite its many successes Genetic Programming (GP) has not replaced human programmers, who still develop, maintain, and repair computer programs largely by hand. In this paper, we describe how GP can be combined with program analysis methods to repair bugs in off-the-shelf legacy C programs. We assume that we have access to the C source code, a negative test case that exercises the fault to be repaired, and several positive test cases that encode the required behavior of the program.

With these inputs in hand, a modified version of GP evolves a candidate repair that avoids failing the negative test case while still passing the positive ones. We then use structural differencing and delta debugging techniques to minimize the repair, mitigating code bloat. The program is represented as an abstract syntax tree (AST), in which each node corresponds to an executable statement or control-flow structure in the program. The genetic operators are restricted to AST nodes on the execution path that produces the faulty behavior. The GP problem is thus reduced: Instead of searching through the space of all nodes in the AST, the algorithm searches through the much smaller space of nodes representing one execution path. In practice, the faulty execution path has an order of magnitude fewer unique nodes than the AST.

The primary contribution of the paper is a demonstration of GP successfully applied to the problem of software repair. To accomplish this, we introduce the idea of localizing genetic operations to the buggy execution path. We also report results analyzing how the GP search proceeds and documenting the contribution of various parts of the algorithm.

The paper is organized as follows. Section ?? describes the technical approach. Section ?? illustrates the approach on a recent bug in the Microsoft’s Zune program, and in Section ?? we summarize earlier results obtained on multiple programs. Next, we report results that explore GP’s performance, including the role of crossover (Section ??), the effect of adding test cases to the fitness function (Section ??), and the success of the different mutation operations in the search. Section ?? address the question of scalability by comparing GP search time with execution path length. Finally, we review related work and discuss some of the implications and future prospects for this line of inquiry in Section ?? and Section ??.
2. TECHNICAL APPROACH

GP is used to generate and evaluate program variants. The vari-
ants, or individuals, are AST representations of C programs. Mu-
tation and crossover operators are applied to statements that lie along
a weighted execution path through the AST. We find this execution
path by running an instrumented version of the program on an input
that exercises a bug in the code. The first generation is created by
making multiple identical copies of the original program with the
bug intact, and then applying mutation to each individual before
proceeding with fitness evaluation.

Our GP follows the traditional algorithmic structure but uses a
nontraditional form of crossover and strong elitism. It maintains a
population of individuals (programs), selects a subset of the pop-
ulation based on fitness, and modifies the programs with mutation
and crossover. Selection deletes the bottom-ranked 50% of the pop-
ulation (20 individuals in our standard runs).§ The new population
is formed by first crossing over the remaining high 20 individuals
with the original program. We refer to this as crossing back. Each
such crossover produces a single child. We add the 20 children to
the population and retain the 20 parents unchanged, bringing the
population total back to 40. Finally, all surviving individuals are
mutated. The program terminates either when it finds a candidate
solution that passes all its positive and negative test cases, or when
it exceeds a preset number of generations.

The first variant to pass all test cases is the primary repair. It
will likely contain irrelevant changes, so we use program analysis
methods to minimize the repair, producing the minimized repair.

2.1 Representation

There are a number of commonly accepted structures for repre-
senting programs, such as control flow graphs (CFGs) and abstract
syntax trees (ASTs) [7]. We chose ASTs because they are efficient3
and can losslessly represent all structured programs. Moreover, tree
operations are well-studied in genetic programming.

ASTs can be expressed at multiple levels of abstraction or granu-
larity, and our genotype representation reflects the tradeoff between
expressive power and scalability. In particular, C programs contain
both statements, such as the conditional statement

```
if (!p) { x = (1-2)*3; }
```

and expressions, such as

```
(1-2)```

or

```
(!p)
```

For example, the atri program described in Section ?? is 21553 lines of C code, but its AST contains 32474
expression nodes and 8068 statement nodes. For scalability, we
treat the statement as the basic unit, or gene. Thus we never modi-
fy “(p)” into “(p | | error_flag)” because that would in-
volve changing the structure of an expression. We might, however,
delete the entire “if …” statement or replace it with a function
call statement.

A few details remain. First, note that when the program uses
structured control flow, statements can contain other statements.
For example, the “if …” statement above contains the statement
```
x = (1-2)*3;
```
as its then-branch. If the conditional state-
ment is deleted from the AST, the contained assignment statement,
which is in its subtree, will necessarily be removed as well. Second,
we never directly modify low-level control-flow directives such as
break, continue or goto, although statements around them can be modified. For the atri program, this reduces the num-
er of statement nodes of interest from 8068 to 6470. Third, we
assume that software defects are local, rather than spanning an en-
tire program. Thus, we consider only code that is visited when the
bug is exercised, ignoring the rest of the program. Finally, we bias
mutation and crossover towards statement nodes that were visited
when running the negative test cases but not visited when running the
positive test cases (see Section ??). In the atri program,
only 34 statements meet those requirements. We find this informa-
tion by assigning each statement a unique ID and instrumenting the
program to print out the ID of each statement visited [7].

Informally, this example demonstrates why our approach scales to
real-world program sizes: rather than considering all 32474 ex-
pression nodes in atri, the GP search is localized to the 34 state-
ment nodes that are likely to matter, a reduction of three orders of
magnitude.

Each genotype is a pair containing:

1. An abstract syntax tree (AST) including all of the statements
   s in the program.
2. A weighted path through that program. The weighted path
   is a list of pairs (s, ws), each containing a statement in the
   program visited on the negative test case and the associated
   weight for that statement.

The default path weight of a statement is 1.0 if it is visited in the
negative test case but not on any positive test case. Its weight is
0.1 if it is visited on both positive and negative test cases. All other
statements have weight 0.0. The weight represents an initial guess
of how relevant the statement is to the bug.

The weighted path length is the weighted sum of statement weights
on the weighted path. This scalar gives a rough estimate of the
complexity of the search space and is correlated with algorithm
performance (Section ??).

Finally, there are a number of other C program components not
touched by the GP operators, for example, datatype definitions and
local and global variable declarations. Because these are never on
the weighted path, they are never modified by mutation or crossover.
This potentially limits the expressive power of the repairs: If the
best fix for a bug is to change a data structure definition, GP will
not discover that fix. In practice, this has not been problem. For
example, the heap-based buffer overflow defect in nullhttpd
(Section ??) can be repaired either by reordering the data struc-
ture fields, or by changing the program control flow; our techni-
que finds the second repair. Ignoring variable declarations, on the
other hand, can cause problems with ill-formed variants. Because of
the constraints on mutation and crossover, GP never generates syntac-
tically ill-formed programs (e.g., it will never generate unbalanced
parentheses). However, it could move the use of a variable outside
of its declared scope, which leads to a semantically ill-formed vari-
ant that does not type check and thus does not compile. We return
to this issue in Section ??.

2.2 Fitness Function

The fitness of an individual in a program repair task should as-
ssess how well the program avoids the program bug while still doing
“everything else it is supposed to do.” We use test cases to measure
fitness. For our purposes, a test case consists of input to the pro-
gram (e.g., command-line arguments, data files read from the disk,
etc.) and an oracle comparator function that encodes the desired
response [7]. A program P is said to pass a test case T iff the oracle
is satisfied with the program’s output: T or Oracle (P(T(rep))) = pass.
Such testing accounts for as much as 45% of total software lifecycle
cost [7], and finding a set of test cases that covers all parts of
the program and all required behavior is a difficult but well-studied
problem in the field of software engineering.
We call the defect-demonstrating input and its anomalous output (i.e., the bug we want to fix) the negative test case. We use a subset of the program’s existing test inputs and oracles to encode the core functionalities of the program, and call them the positive test cases. Many techniques are available for identifying bugs in programs, both statically (e.g., [?, ?]) and dynamically (e.g., [?, ?, ?]). We assume that a bug has been identified and associated with at least one negative test case.

The fitness function takes a genotype, compiles the internal representation into an executable program and runs it against the set of positive and negative test cases. It returns the weighted sum of the test cases passed. Programs that do not compile, as well as those whose runtimes exceed a predetermined threshold (currently five seconds for most programs), are assigned fitness zero.

2.3 Genetic Operators

Because the primitive unit (gene) is the statement, mutation is more complicated than a simple bit flip. It consists either of a deletion (the entire statement and all its sub-statements are deleted), an insertion (another statement is inserted after it), or a swap of two statements on the weighted path. Only statements on the weighted path are subject to the mutation operator. Each location on the weighted path is considered for mutation with probability equal to its path weight.

Although genetic operators are focused on the weighted path, the rest of the program remains important. We use the term C-Bank (for code bank) to refer to the set of all statements of interest in the program, even those not on the weighted path. Statements in the C-Bank are weighted equally. In the atris example described in Section ??, there are 34 statements in the weighted path and 6470 statements in the code bank.

Each statement $s$ in the negative path is mutated with probability $m_s = p_m \times w_s$, where $w_s$ is the weight assigned to $s$ in the weighted path (and is zero for statements not on the weighted path), and $0.0 < p_m < 1.0$ is the global mutation rate.

Once it is determined that a mutation will occur at a given location, a mutation type is chosen uniformly at random: delete ($s \leftarrow \{\}$), swap ($s \leftarrow \{s'\}; s' \leftarrow \{s\}$; $s, s'$ in weighted path) and insert a random statement $s'$ from the C-Bank ($s \leftarrow \{s; s'\}$). Note that a typical mutation step might contain multiple mutation operations (see Table ??).

The crossover rate is 1.0—during each generation, every surviving variant undergoes crossover. The crossover operator is unusual in two ways. First, an individual is always crossed back with the original parent program. Second, one-point crossover is used to determine the crossover point, and then a biased coin is tossed for each gene in the first segment to determine which genes are actually swapped. A location is identified in the weighted path (the crossover point), which partitions the path into two segments. This point is chosen uniformly at random. The existing variant $V$ is then crossed over with the original program $O$ to produce two child variants. The variant $V$ can be viewed as $Pre \circ V_1 \circ V_2 \circ Post$, where $Pre$ and $Post$ are pre- and post-amble code in the program but not in the weighted path, and $V_1$ and $V_2$ are the two parts of the weighted path, split at the crossover point. Similarly, $O = Pre \circ O_1 \circ O_2 \circ Post$. This produces $Pre \circ O_1 \circ V_2 \circ Post$ and $Pre \circ V_1 \circ O_2 \circ Post$, and both these offspring are copied into the next generation. All statements in $Pre$ and $Post$ are left untouched. When constructing $O_1 \circ V_2$ from $V_1 \circ V_2$ and the original program, each statement $s \in V_1$ is swapped with its counterpart in the original program with probability equal to its weight.\footnote{Because of insertions and deletions, some of these statements may be empty.}

This is a nonstandard version of crossover, and in Section ??, we compare its performance to a more traditional implementation.

2.4 Minimizing the repair

The search terminates when GP discovers a primary repair that passes both the positive and the negative test cases. However, the primary repair typically contains at least an order-of-magnitude more changes than are necessary to repair the program. For example, GP might produce dead code $(x=3; \ x=5;)$ or calls to irrelevant functions. We use program analysis techniques to minimize the primary repair to produce the final repair.

Using tree-structured differencing [?], we view the primary repair as a set of changes against the original program. Each change is a tree-structured operation such as “take the subtree of the AST rooted at position 4 and move it so that it becomes the 5th child of the node at position 6”. Applying all of the changes to the original program produces the primary repair, while applying none of the changes leaves the original program. We seek to find a small subset of changes that produces a program that still passes all of the test cases.

Let $C_p = \{c_1, \ldots, c_n\}$ be the set of changes associated with the primary repair. Let $Test(C) = 1$ if the program obtained by applying the changes in $C$ to the original program passes all positive and negative test cases; let $Test(C) = 0$ otherwise. We have $Test(C_p) = 1$ and $Test(\{\}) = 0$ (i.e., the primary repair passes all test cases, the original program does not). A one-minimal subset $C \subseteq C_p$ is a set such that $Test(C) = 1$ and $\forall c_i \in C. Test(C \setminus \{c_i\}) = 0$. That is, a one-minimal subset produces a program that passes all test cases, but dropping any additional elements causes the program to fail at least one test case.

We use delta debugging [?] to efficiently compute a one-minimal subset of changes from the primary repair. Checking if a set is valid involves a fitness evaluation (a call to Test). Delta debugging is conceptually similar to binary search, but it returns a set instead of a single number. Intuitively, starting with $\{c_1, \ldots, c_n\}$, it might first check $\{c_1, \ldots, c_{n/2}\}$; if that half of the changes is sufficient to pass the Test, then $\{c_{(n+2)/2}, \ldots, c_n\}$ can be discarded. When no more subsets of size $n/2$ can be removed, subsets of size $n/4$ are considered for removal, until eventually subsets of size 1 (i.e., individual changes) are tested. Finding the minimal valid set by brute force potentially involves $O(2^n)$ evaluations; delta debugging is $O(n^2)$ in the worst case [?, Proposition 12]. However, we typically observe a linear number of tests in our experiments. This smaller set of changes is presented to the developers as the final repair in the form of a standard program patch.

3. RESULTS

In this section, we first illustrate how GP repairs bugs using the well-known recent bug in Microsoft’s Zune audio player [?]. Next, we summarize earlier results on repairs in ten additional programs totaling over 60,000 lines of code. We then report experimental results that explore various aspects of GP performance, including the role of crossover, the effect of varying the number of test cases in the fitness function, the relative importance of the different genetic operations, and the effect of path length on time to solution.
In all of the experiments, a standard trial uses the following setup. The population size is 40, and GP runs for a maximum of 20 generations. For the first ten generations, the global mutation rate is $p_m = 0.06$, and statements visited on both the positive and negative test cases are given a weight of 0.01. If no primary repair is found, the current population is discarded, these rates are adjusted to 0.03 and 0.00 respectively, and the GP is run for ten additional generations.

The trial terminates if it discovers an initial repair. We performed 100 trials for each program. We memoize fitnesses such that two individuals with different ASTs but the same source code are not evaluated twice. Similarly, individuals that are copied to the next generation without change are not reevaluated.

### 3.1 Example: Repairing the Zune Bug

On December 31st, 2008 a widely reported bug was discovered in the Microsoft Zune media players, causing them to freeze up [2]. The fault was a bug in the following program fragment:

```c
int year = 1980;
while (days > 365) {
    if (isLeapYear(year)) {
        days -= 366;
        year += 1;
    } else {
        days -= 365;
        year += 1;
    }
}
printf("current year is %d\n", year);
```

This generates the following output on December 31, 2008:

```
current year is 1980
```

To fix this, we insert the following at the beginning:

```c
void zunebug(int days) {
    int year = 1980;
    while (days > 365) {
        if (isLeapYear(year)) {
            days -= 366;
            year += 1;
        } else {
            days -= 365;
            year += 1;
        }
    }
    printf("current year is %d\n", year);
}
```

When the value of the input `days` is the last day of a leap year (such as 10593, which corresponds to Dec 31, 2008), the program enters an infinite loop on lines 3–16.

We now walk through the evolution of a repair for this program. We first produce its AST and determine the weighted path, using line numbers to indicate statement IDs. The positive test case `zunebug(1000)` visits lines 1–8, 11–18. The negative test case `zunebug(10593)` visits lines 1–16, and then repeats lines 3, 4, 8, and 11 infinitely.

For the purposes of this example, our negative test cases consist of the inputs 366 and 10593, which cause an infinite loop (instead of the correct values, 1980 and 2008), and our positive test cases are the inputs 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000, which produce the correct outputs 1982, 1985, 1988, 1990, 1993.

Here, we focus on one variant, V. V is initialized to be identical to the original program. In Generation 1, two operations mutate V: the conditional statement "if (days > 366) { days -= 366; year += 1; }" is inserted between lines 6 and 7 of the original program; and the statement "days -= 366" is inserted between lines 10 and 11. Note that the first insertion includes not just the if but its entire subtree. This produces the following code fragment:

```
if (days > 366) {
    days -= 366;
    year += 1;
}
```

This modified program passes the negative test case 366 (year 1980) and one positive test case 1000.

V survives Generations 2, 3, 4, 5, unchanged, but in Generation 6, it is mutated with the following operations: lines 6–10 are deleted, and "days -= 366" is inserted between lines 13 and 14. The resulting program is shown below:

```c
if (days > 366) {
    days -= 366; // insert #1
    year += 1; // insert #1
} else {
    days -= 366; // insert #2
    year += 1;
}
```

At this point, V passes all of the test cases, and the search terminates with V as the initial repair. The minimization step is invoked to discard unnecessary changes. Compared to the original program (and using the line numbers from the original), there are three key changes: $c_1 = \text{"days -= 366"}$ deleted from line 6; $c_2 = \text{"days -= 366"}$ inserted between lines 9 and 10; and $c_3 = \text{"days -= 366"}$ inserted between lines 10 and 11. Only $c_1$ and $c_3$ are necessary to pass all tests, so change $c_2$ is deleted:

```c
if (days > 366) {
    days -= 366; // delete
    year += 1;
} else {
    days -= 366; // delete
    year += 1;
}
```

This produces the final repair, shown below. This is one of the many possible repairs that the search might produce.

```c
void zunebug_repair(int days) {
    int year = 1980;
    while (days > 365) {
        if (isLeapYear(year)) {
            days -= 366;
            year += 1;
        } else {
            days -= 365;
            year += 1;
        }
    }
    printf("current year is %d\n", year);
}
```

Figure ?? shows how the average fitness of the population changes over time in one GP trial. In this run, we used five positive test cases (weight 1 each) and two negative test cases (weight 10 each). Also shown in Figure ?? is the fitness trajectory of the primary repair V.
beginning with Generation 1, in which \( V \) is the original program, and continuing up to Generation 7, when the primary repair is discovered.

### 3.2 Other Repairs

We tested the method on ten programs in addition to the Zune bug, generating repairs in every case. These results are summarized in Table ??; portions of this figure are reproduced from [2]. The results show that GP can automatically discover repairs for a wide variety of documented bugs in production C programs. The results raise many interesting questions about how the repairs are discovered by GP, test case selection, scalability to larger problems, and repair quality. We address the first three of these issues in the following subsections and return to the question of repair quality in Section ??.

### 3.3 The Role of Crossover

Crossover is an important search operator in GP, creating new individuals by recombining partial solutions (subtrees) from different individuals. Our original implementation described in Section ?? does not take advantage of the potential power of crossover because individuals are always crossed back to the original parent program. In Table ?? we report data comparing the performance of this implementation with a traditional GP crossover operator, which takes two individuals as input, chooses a random position (e.g., statement) from each one, swaps their contents, and returns two new genotypes.

Although the data are not conclusive, the two implementations appear to be comparable: each outperforms the other in some instances. A potential explanation of these results is that crossover is not contributing enough to the search for it to matter, regardless of which version we use. We explore this question in Section ??.

### 3.4 Varying the Number of Test Cases

The results in Table ?? typically involve six test cases, which restricts the fitness function to six discrete values. This could limit the complexity of repair that can be evolved as it provides a relatively coarse signal to GP. Also, programs may have more critical functionality than a few test cases can capture. Typically, programs have too many test cases rather than too few, and test case selection and time-aware test suite prioritization are active research areas (e.g., [7]).

In this section, we ask how GP performance changes when more test cases are used. Figure ?? shows the averaged results of 70 distinct trials on the Zune bug, using a fitness function with 24 test cases: 20 positive test cases and 4 negative test cases. The error bars represent one standard deviation.

Ideally, the test cases would be independent. In this case they were selected by taking the original five (which were 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000) and adding the following: one arbitrary negative number (-100); one negative number that if it were positive would cause the program to hang (-366); one extremely large number (100000000); selecting several arbitrary numbers near leap years and then finding the numbers around those dates that exercise the bugs. The four negative testcases include the original bug (that caused all the Zunes to crash in December) as well as several other leap years: 1980 (i.e., day 366), 1984, and 2012.

Unsurprisingly, early generations have fitness values with high variance, and in later generations the variance decreases. The original program passes the positive test cases but fails the negative test cases; it thus has a fitness of 20. Note that over all generations, the average fitness is below the baseline of 20, indicating that the majority of individuals are worse than the original program. Thus, the primary repair is discovered by first losing fitness and then regaining it on the way to the global optimum.

Intuitively, additional test cases could reduce success rate by overly constraining the search space. However, the opposite happened in this example. Using seven test cases, the average success rate is 72%, while the average success rate using 24 test cases is 75%. However, adding test cases does dramatically increase the total running time of the algorithm: with seven test cases, the average time to discover the primary repair is 56.1 seconds; with 24, this time increases to 641.0 seconds. This makes sense: Every fitness evaluation potentially involves running all of the test cases. Therefore, in general, we prefer a fitness function with a small number of test cases.

### 3.5 Genetic Operators

There are several unusual features of our implementation. This section studies the relative contribution of the different operators and estimates how many genetic changes are needed to accomplish a repair. Table ?? reports results for several aspects of the GP search for a representative sample of the programs we have repaired, averaged over 20 trials.

The second column reports the percentage of unique program
variants that fail to compile. We memoize results so as to avoid recompiling a program that has already failed, which is why the numbers look so low.

The remaining columns report data on the number of genetic operations per fitness evaluation and per successful repair. The average number of genetic operations per fitness evaluation is 2.19 (sum ofCols. 3, 4, 5, and 7), and the average number of operations to produce a successful repair (sum ofCols. 8, 9, 10, and 12) is 4.63. Summing over all individuals in the population (40) and considering that a repair is discovered on average within 3.6 generations (Col. 13), the search on average requires 667 genetic operations to discover the primary repair. When we consider the individual operations, it is difficult to discern a clear pattern and draw definite conclusions about the relative importance of the different operators. For example, the data suggest that the Delete operator is the most effective. However, its average is skewed by one example: indent.

Overall, however, we can conclude that GP is routinely discovering successful repairs with a surprisingly small amount of search. This suggests that much of the cleverness in repairing bugs arises from the problem representation, the fitness function, and the minimization step. And, it raises the question about how well the approach will scale up to more complex problems, which we address next.

### 3.6 GP Performance and Scalability

We first consider the relative execution times of various portions of the algorithm. The experiments were conducted on a quad-core 3 GHz machine; with a few exceptions, the process was CPU-bound. The GP prototype is itself single-threaded, with only one fitness function evaluation at a time, during a fitness evaluation all test cases are executed in parallel.

On average, 5% ± 7% of the time was spent manipulating internal representations to perform crossover operations; 3% ± 3% of the time was similarly spent on mutation operations; 10% ± 14% of the time was spent on computing the fitness function as well as pretty-printing and memoizing the AST; 22% ± 18% of the time was spent executing positive test cases, 33% ± 18% of the time was spent executing negative test cases, 27% ± 13% of the time was spent calling gcc. The ± figures indicate one standard deviation: the times spent manipulating internal representations (i.e., on the GP algorithm) were typically in the noise, with pretty-printing, compiling and evaluating test cases as the dominant time costs. An average run took 190 seconds in total.

In order to assess the practicality of this approach, we need to know how the algorithm scales with problem size, and we need to know the expected size of the problems we would want to solve.

Figure ??, plots weighted path length against search time, measured as the average number of fitness evaluations until the first repair. On a log-log scale, the relationship is roughly linear with slope 1.26 (90% confidence: [0.90, 1.63]). Although we do not have enough data to draw strong conclusions, the plot suggests that search time may scale as a power law of the form $y = ax^b$ where $b$ is the slope of the best fit line (1.26) and $b = 1$ would indicate that search time grew linearly. This is encouraging because it suggests that search time grows as a small polynomial of the weighted execution path and not an exponential.

A second question concerns the size distribution of bugs. In short, what is the expected length of the execution path for bugs that the GP might be expected to repair? Although we do not have...
solid data on this question, we note that in 2004 Van Belle documented the size distribution of revisions checked in to several large open-source repositories and discovered that it resembles a power law distribution [?, ?]. Although he was unable to conclude exactly which distribution best fit his data, the trend showed that there were many more small changes than large ones. This is an important area for future work, but if most bug repairs turn out to be localized to a single function, we could be much more optimistic about the practicality of the GP approach.

4. RELATED WORK

To our knowledge, GP has not previously been used to evolve off-the-shelf legacy software. Arcuri [?, ?, ?] proposed the idea of using GP to automate the repair of software bugs, demonstrating the idea on a hand-coded example of the bubble sort algorithm. However our experiments appear to be the first to report results on real programs with real bugs. Our approach differs in several details from Arcuri’s. For example, we do not rely on formal specifications; we constrain the search space to regions where the defects occur instead of evolving the entire program tree; and we control code bloat once at the end of the search rather than incrementally. Localizing the search space allows the search to scale to large programs and despite recent advances in specification mining [?], formal specifications are rarely available in practice. For example, none of the experimental programs used in this paper have formal specifications available. Several aspects of Arcuri’s work could be combined with ours, including his use of co-evolutionary techniques to select test cases.

Previous work on automatic patch generation used the finite state machine structure of formal safety specifications to generate repairs [?]. The GP approach reported here addresses some of the limitations of this previous work. First, we introduced positive test cases to prevent repairs that sacrifice functionality of the original program. Second, the GP approach can handle a wider range of defects, for instance repairing infinite loops such as the Zune bug. Third, the GP approach does not rely on formal specifications of the policy being violated by the fault.

Demskey et al. [?] describe a technique for data structure repair. Given a formal specification of data structure consistency, run-time monitoring code is inserted that “patches up” inconsistent state so that a buggy program can continue to execute if the data structures ever become inconsistent. This technique does not modify program source code in a user-visible way, and it is systematic rather than evolutionary. As a result, it is unclear how to evaluate the quality of the repair, and repaired programs continue to incur the run-time overhead. Finally, this technique targets only errors that corrupt data structures—it does not address the full range of logic errors. Our techniques are complementary: In cases where runtime data structure repair does not provide a viable long-term solution, it might enable the program to continue to execute while our technique searches for a long-term repair.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The results reported here demonstrate that GP can be applied to the problem of bug repair in legacy C programs. To date, GP has succeeded at every repair task we have attempted, but as can be seen in Table ?? this is only eleven programs. Although encouraging, the results raise many interesting questions, which we hope to address in future work. For example, we are interested in how much repairs vary after minimization, and how repair quality compares to human-engineered solutions. In our experiments to date, most repairs look identical after the minimization step. There are several interesting questions related to the GP component of the process, for example: Is crossover essential to the search? Is it sufficient to control code bloat at the end of the run? Are we using the optimal GP design? Would a multi-objective fitness function improve results? Are we using optimal parameter settings? Because the process proved so successful initially, we have not experimented with parameter values, selection strategies, and operator design. These all could almost certainly be improved. Similarly, there are many ways that the fitness function design could be enhanced, say by different weightings on the test cases or by dynamically choosing test cases to be included in the fitness function.

Beyond these immediate steps, there are other areas for more ambitious future work. For example, we plan to develop a generic set of repair templates so the GP has one source of new code to use in mutation, beyond those statements that happen to be in the program being repaired. Another possibility is to use more sophis-

Table 2: GP Operators: The “% Don’t Compile” column reports the percentage of unique program variants that failed to compile. The “Genetic Ops per Fitness Eval” columns (Insertions, Deletions, Swaps, Mutations, and Crossovers) show the average number of genetic changes per individual between fitness evaluations for each evaluated program variant, in units of genetic operations. Note that one Mutation typically involves multiple Insertions, Deletions and/or Swaps (see Section ??). The “Genetic Ops per Repair” columns report the average number of times each type of evolutionary operation was used in the evolution of the first primary repair discovered in each successful program run. The last column gives the mean number of generations spent to produce each successful instance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>% Don’t Compile</th>
<th>Genetic Ops per Fitness Eval.</th>
<th>Genetic Ops per Repair</th>
<th>Generations per Repair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compile</td>
<td>Ins</td>
<td>Del</td>
<td>Swaps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zune</td>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcd</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uniq</td>
<td>25.37</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>look-u</td>
<td>31.73</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>look-s</td>
<td>38.72</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>units</td>
<td>12.85</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deroff</td>
<td>61.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nullhttpd</td>
<td>57.93</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indent</td>
<td>65.07</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flex</td>
<td>37.14</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atris</td>
<td>25.10</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>32.19</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
aticated bug localization techniques (e.g., [?]) to help control the size of the weighted execution path. We could potentially extend the representation to include data structure definitions and variable declarations. We are also interested in the question of code bloat and whether our two strategies for dealing with it (using execution paths and minimizing the primary repair) could be applied to other GP settings. Finally, we are interested in testing the method on more sophisticated errors such as race conditions and in learning more about bugs that need to be repaired, such as their size and distribution, and how we might identify which ones are candidates for the GP technique.

The dream of automatic programming has eluded computer scientists for at least 50 years. Although the methods described in this paper do not evolve new programs from scratch, they do show how to evolve legacy software to repair existing faults. However, our success at repairing bugs automatically may say as much about the state of today’s software as it says about the efficacy of our method. In today’s environments, it is exceedingly difficult to understand an entire software package, test it adequately, or to localize the source of an error. In this context, it should not be surprising that programming has a large trial and error component, and that many bugs are repaired by copying code from another location and pasting it in to another. This is not so different from the approach we have described here.
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